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psdes(&lword,&irword); “Pseudo-DES” encode the words.
itemp=jflone | (jflmsk & irword); Mask to a floating number between 1 and

2.++(*idum);
return (*(float *)&itemp)-1.0; Subtraction moves range to 0. to 1.

}

The accompanying table gives data for verifying that ran4 and psdes work correctly
on your machine. We do not advise the use of ran4 unless you are able to reproduce the
hex values shown. Typically, ran4 is about 4 times slower than ran0 (§7.1), or about 3
times slower than ran1.

Values for Verifying the Implementation of psdes

idum before psdes call after psdes call (hex) ran4(idum)

lword irword lword irword VAX PC

–1 1 1 604D1DCE 509C0C23 0.275898 0.219120

99 1 99 D97F8571 A66CB41A 0.208204 0.849246

–99 99 1 7822309D 64300984 0.034307 0.375290

99 99 99 D7F376F0 59BA89EB 0.838676 0.457334

Successive calls to ran4 with arguments !1, 99, !99, and 99 should produce exactly the
lword and irword values shown. Masking conversion to a returned floating random value
is allowed to be machine dependent; values for VAX and PC are shown.

CITED REFERENCES AND FURTHER READING:
Data Encryption Standard, 1977 January 15, Federal Information Processing Standards Publi-

cation, number 46 (Washington: U.S. Department of Commerce, National Bureau of Stan-
dards). [1]

Guidelines for Implementing and Using the NBS Data Encryption Standard, 1981 April 1, Federal
Information Processing Standards Publication, number 74 (Washington: U.S. Department
of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards). [2]

Validating the Correctness of Hardware Implementations of the NBS Data Encryption Stan-
dard, 1980, NBS Special Publication 500–20 (Washington: U.S. Department of Commerce,
National Bureau of Standards). [3]

Meyer, C.H. and Matyas, S.M. 1982, Cryptography: A New Dimension in Computer Data Security
(New York: Wiley). [4]

Knuth, D.E. 1973, Sorting and Searching, vol. 3 of The Art of Computer Programming (Reading,
MA: Addison-Wesley), Chapter 6. [5]

Vitter, J.S., and Chen, W-C. 1987, Design and Analysis of Coalesced Hashing (New York: Oxford
University Press). [6]

7.6 Simple Monte Carlo Integration

Inspirations for numerical methods can spring from unlikely sources. “Splines”
first were flexible strips of wood used by draftsmen. “Simulated annealing” (we
shall see in §10.9) is rooted in a thermodynamic analogy. And who does not feel at
least a faint echo of glamor in the name “Monte Carlo method”?
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Suppose that we pickN random points, uniformly distributed in a multidimen-
sional volume V . Call them x1, . . . , xN . Then the basic theorem of Monte Carlo
integration estimates the integral of a function f over the multidimensional volume,

!

f dV ! V "f# ± V

"

"f2# $ "f#2

N
(7.6.1)

Here the angle brackets denote taking the arithmetic mean over theN sample points,

"f# % 1
N

N
#

i=1

f(xi)
$

f2
%

% 1
N

N
#

i=1

f2(xi) (7.6.2)

The “plus-or-minus” term in (7.6.1) is a one standard deviation error estimate for
the integral, not a rigorous bound; further, there is no guarantee that the error is
distributed as a Gaussian, so the error term should be taken only as a rough indication
of probable error.

Suppose that you want to integrate a function g over a region W that is not
easy to sample randomly. For example, W might have a very complicated shape.
No problem. Just find a region V that includes W and that can easily be sampled
(Figure 7.6.1), and then define f to be equal to g for points in W and equal to zero
for points outside of W (but still inside the sampled V ). You want to try to make
V enclose W as closely as possible, because the zero values of f will increase the
error estimate term of (7.6.1). And well they should: points chosen outside of W
have no information content, so the effective value of N , the number of points, is
reduced. The error estimate in (7.6.1) takes this into account.

General purpose routines for Monte Carlo integration are quite complicated
(see §7.8), but a worked example will show the underlying simplicity of the method.
Suppose that we want to find the weight and the position of the center of mass of an
object of complicated shape, namely the intersection of a torus with the edge of a
large box. In particular let the object be defined by the three simultaneous conditions

z2 +
&

'

x2 + y2 $ 3
(2

& 1 (7.6.3)

(torus centered on the origin with major radius = 4, minor radius = 2)

x ' 1 y ' $3 (7.6.4)

(two faces of the box, see Figure 7.6.2). Suppose for the moment that the object
has a constant density !.

We want to estimate the following integrals over the interior of the complicated
object:

!

! dx dy dz

!

x! dx dy dz

!

y! dx dy dz

!

z! dx dy dz

(7.6.5)
The coordinates of the center of mass will be the ratio of the latter three integrals
(linear moments) to the first one (the weight).

In the following fragment, the region V , enclosing the piece-of-torusW , is the
rectangular box extending from 1 to 4 in x, $3 to 4 in y, and $1 to 1 in z.
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Figure 7.6.1. Monte Carlo integration. Random points are chosen within the area A. The integral of the
function f is estimated as the area of A multiplied by the fraction of random points that fall below the
curve f . Refinements on this procedure can improve the accuracy of the method; see text.
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Figure 7.6.2. Example of Monte Carlo integration (see text). The region of interest is a piece of a torus,
bounded by the intersection of two planes. The limits of integration of the region cannot easily be written
in analytically closed form, so Monte Carlo is a useful technique.
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Figure 7.6.2. Example of Monte Carlo integration (see text). The region of interest is a piece of a torus,
bounded by the intersection of two planes. The limits of integration of the region cannot easily be written
in analytically closed form, so Monte Carlo is a useful technique.
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Suppose that we pickN random points, uniformly distributed in a multidimen-
sional volume V . Call them x1, . . . , xN . Then the basic theorem of Monte Carlo
integration estimates the integral of a function f over the multidimensional volume,

!

f dV ! V "f# ± V

"

"f2# $ "f#2

N
(7.6.1)

Here the angle brackets denote taking the arithmetic mean over theN sample points,

"f# % 1
N

N
#

i=1

f(xi)
$

f2
%

% 1
N

N
#

i=1

f2(xi) (7.6.2)

The “plus-or-minus” term in (7.6.1) is a one standard deviation error estimate for
the integral, not a rigorous bound; further, there is no guarantee that the error is
distributed as a Gaussian, so the error term should be taken only as a rough indication
of probable error.

Suppose that you want to integrate a function g over a region W that is not
easy to sample randomly. For example, W might have a very complicated shape.
No problem. Just find a region V that includes W and that can easily be sampled
(Figure 7.6.1), and then define f to be equal to g for points in W and equal to zero
for points outside of W (but still inside the sampled V ). You want to try to make
V enclose W as closely as possible, because the zero values of f will increase the
error estimate term of (7.6.1). And well they should: points chosen outside of W
have no information content, so the effective value of N , the number of points, is
reduced. The error estimate in (7.6.1) takes this into account.

General purpose routines for Monte Carlo integration are quite complicated
(see §7.8), but a worked example will show the underlying simplicity of the method.
Suppose that we want to find the weight and the position of the center of mass of an
object of complicated shape, namely the intersection of a torus with the edge of a
large box. In particular let the object be defined by the three simultaneous conditions

z2 +
&

'

x2 + y2 $ 3
(2

& 1 (7.6.3)

(torus centered on the origin with major radius = 4, minor radius = 2)

x ' 1 y ' $3 (7.6.4)

(two faces of the box, see Figure 7.6.2). Suppose for the moment that the object
has a constant density !.

We want to estimate the following integrals over the interior of the complicated
object:

!

! dx dy dz

!

x! dx dy dz

!

y! dx dy dz

!

z! dx dy dz

(7.6.5)
The coordinates of the center of mass will be the ratio of the latter three integrals
(linear moments) to the first one (the weight).

In the following fragment, the region V , enclosing the piece-of-torusW , is the
rectangular box extending from 1 to 4 in x, $3 to 4 in y, and $1 to 1 in z.
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torus.c

#include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>#include<math.h>#include "nrutil.h"

int main()
 {  int j,idum,n=500000;
  float den=0.1;
  float sw,swx,swy,swz;    
  float varw,varx,vary,varz;     
  float vol,w;  float x,y,z,dw,dx,dy,dz;  
sw=swx=swy=swz=0.0;
  
  varw=varx=vary=varz=0.0;        
  vol=3.0*7.0*2.0;    // volume of the sample region  

  for(j=1;j<=n;j++)     
   {     
     x=1.0+3.0   *(float)rand()/RAND_MAX;     
     y=(-3.0)+7.0*(float)rand()/RAND_MAX;    
     z=(-1.0)+2.0*(float)rand()/RAND_MAX;     
     if (z*z+SQR(sqrt(x*x+y*y)-3.0) < 1.0)      // Is it in the 
torus?
      {
        // If so, add to the various cumulants.
        sw += den; 
        swx += x*den; 
        swy += y*den; 
        swz += z*den;        
        varw += SQR(den);        
        varx += SQR(x*den);        
        vary += SQR(y*den);        
        varz += SQR(z*den);      
      }     
    }

     // The values of the integrals (7.6.5),
     w=vol*sw/n; 
     x=vol*swx/n; 
     y=vol*swy/n; 
     z=vol*swz/n; 
     // and their corresponding error estimates.
     dw=vol*sqrt((varw/n-SQR(sw/n))/n); 
     dx=vol*sqrt((varx/n-SQR(swx/n))/n); 
     dy=vol*sqrt((vary/n-SQR(swy/n))/n); 
     dz=vol*sqrt((varz/n-SQR(swz/n))/n);

   printf("center of gravity\n x=%12.4f +/-%12.4f\n y=%12.4f +/-%12.4f\n z=%12.4f +/-
%12.4f\n",
          x/w, y/w, z/w, dx/w, dy/w, dz/w);
 }

4
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CITED REFERENCES AND FURTHER READING:
Hammersley, J.M., and Handscomb, D.C. 1964, Monte Carlo Methods (London: Methuen).
Shreider, Yu. A. (ed.) 1966, The Monte Carlo Method (Oxford: Pergamon).
Sobol’, I.M. 1974, The Monte Carlo Method (Chicago: University of Chicago Press).
Kalos, M.H., and Whitlock, P.A. 1986, Monte Carlo Methods (New York: Wiley).

7.7 Quasi- (that is, Sub-) Random Sequences

We have just seen that choosing N points uniformly randomly in an n-
dimensional space leads to an error term in Monte Carlo integration that decreases
as 1/

!
N . In essence, each new point sampled adds linearly to an accumulated sum

that will become the function average, and also linearly to an accumulated sum of
squares that will become the variance (equation 7.6.2). The estimated error comes
from the square root of this variance, hence the power N !1/2.

Just because this square root convergence is familiar does not, however, mean
that it is inevitable. A simple counterexample is to choose sample points that lie
on a Cartesian grid, and to sample each grid point exactly once (in whatever order).
The Monte Carlo method thus becomes a deterministic quadrature scheme — albeit
a simple one — whose fractional error decreases at least as fast as N !1 (even faster
if the function goes to zero smoothly at the boundaries of the sampled region, or
is periodic in the region).

The trouble with a grid is that one has to decide in advance how fine it should
be. One is then committed to completing all of its sample points. With a grid, it is
not convenient to “sample until” some convergence or termination criterion is met.
One might ask if there is not some intermediate scheme, some way to pick sample
points “at random,” yet spread out in some self-avoiding way, avoiding the chance
clustering that occurs with uniformly random points.

A similar question arises for tasks other thanMonte Carlo integration. We might
want to search an n-dimensional space for a point where some (locally computable)
condition holds. Of course, for the task to be computationally meaningful, there
had better be continuity, so that the desired condition will hold in some finite n-
dimensional neighborhood. We may not know a priori how large that neighborhood
is, however. We want to “sample until” the desired point is found, moving smoothly
to finer scales with increasing samples. Is there any way to do this that is better
than uncorrelated, random samples?

The answer to the above question is “yes.” Sequences of n-tuples that fill
n-space more uniformly than uncorrelated random points are called quasi-random
sequences. That term is somewhat of a misnomer, since there is nothing “random”
about quasi-random sequences: They are cleverly crafted to be, in fact, sub-random.
The sample points in a quasi-random sequence are, in a precise sense, “maximally
avoiding” of each other.

A conceptually simple example is Halton’s sequence [1]. In one dimension, the
jth number Hj in the sequence is obtained by the following steps: (i) Write j as a
number in base b, where b is some prime. (For example j = 17 in base b = 3 is 122.)
(ii) Reverse the digits and put a radix point (i.e., a decimal point base b) in front of
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Figure 7.7.1. First 1024 points of a two-dimensional Sobol’ sequence. The sequence is generated
number-theoretically, rather than randomly, so successive points at any stage “know” how to fill in the
gaps in the previously generated distribution.

the sequence. (In the example, we get 0.221 base 3.) The result is H j . To get a
sequence of n-tuples in n-space, you make each component a Halton sequence with
a different prime base b. Typically, the first n primes are used.

It is not hard to see how Halton’s sequence works: Every time the number of
digits in j increases by one place, j’s digit-reversed fraction becomes a factor of
b finer-meshed. Thus the process is one of filling in all the points on a sequence
of finer and finer Cartesian grids — and in a kind of maximally spread-out order
on each grid (since, e.g., the most rapidly changing digit in j controls the most
significant digit of the fraction).

Other ways of generating quasi-random sequences have been suggested by
Faure, Sobol’, Niederreiter, and others. Bratley and Fox [2] provide a good review
and references, and discuss a particularly efficient variant of the Sobol’ [3] sequence
suggested by Antonov and Saleev [4]. It is this Antonov-Saleev variant whose
implementation we now discuss.
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#define NRANSI
#include "nrutil.h"
#define MAXBIT 30
#define MAXDIM 6

void sobseq(int *n, float x[])
{
        int j,k,l;
        unsigned long i,im,ipp;
        static float fac;
        static unsigned long in,ix[MAXDIM+1],*iu[MAXBIT+1];
        static unsigned long mdeg[MAXDIM+1]={0,1,2,3,3,4,4};
        static unsigned long ip[MAXDIM+1]={0,0,1,1,2,1,4};
        static unsigned long iv[MAXDIM*MAXBIT+1]={
                0,1,1,1,1,1,1,3,1,3,3,1,1,5,7,7,3,3,5,15,11,5,15,13,9};

        if (*n < 0) {
                for (j=1,k=0;j<=MAXBIT;j++,k+=MAXDIM) iu[j] = &iv[k];
                for (k=1;k<=MAXDIM;k++) {
                        for (j=1;j<=mdeg[k];j++) iu[j][k] <<= (MAXBIT-j);
                        for (j=mdeg[k]+1;j<=MAXBIT;j++) {
                                ipp=ip[k];
                                i=iu[j-mdeg[k]][k];
                                i ^= (i >> mdeg[k]);
                                for (l=mdeg[k]-1;l>=1;l--) {
                                        if (ipp & 1) i ^= iu[j-l][k];
                                        ipp >>= 1;
                                }
                                iu[j][k]=i;
                        }
                }
                fac=1.0/(1L << MAXBIT);
                in=0;
        } 

        else {
                im=in;
                for (j=1;j<=MAXBIT;j++) {
                        if (!(im & 1)) break;
                        im >>= 1;
                }
                if (j > MAXBIT) nrerror("MAXBIT too small 
in sobseq");
                im=(j-1)*MAXDIM;
                for (k=1;k<=IMIN(*n,MAXDIM);k++) {
                        ix[k] ^= iv[im+k];
                        x[k]=ix[k]*fac;
                }
                in++;
        }
}
#undef MAXBIT
#undef MAXDIM
#undef NRANSI
/* (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software ?
421.1-9. */

sobseq.c
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Initializing Values Used in sobseq

Degree Polynomial Starting Values

1 0 1 (3) (5) (15) . . .

2 1 1 1 (7) (11) . . .

3 1 1 3 7 (5) . . .

3 2 1 3 3 (15) . . .

4 1 1 1 3 13 . . .

4 4 1 1 5 9 . . .

Parenthesized values are not freely specifiable, but are forced by the required recurrence
for this degree.

Define a sequence of integers Mi by the q-term recurrence relation,

Mi = 2a1Mi!1 ! 22a2Mi!2 ! · · ·! 2q!1Mi!q+1aq!1 ! (2qMi!q ! Mi!q) (7.7.2)

Here bitwiseXOR is denoted by!. The starting values for this recurrence are thatM1, . . . , Mq

can be arbitrary odd integers less than 2, . . . , 2q , respectively. Then, the direction numbers
Vi are given by

Vi = Mi/2
i i = 1, . . . , w (7.7.3)

The accompanying table lists all primitive polynomials modulo 2 with degree q " 10.
Since the coefficients are either 0 or 1, and since the coefficients of xq and of 1 are predictably
1, it is convenient to denote a polynomial by its middle coefficients taken as the bits of a binary
number (higher powers of x being more significant bits). The table uses this convention.

Turn now to the implementation of the Sobol’ sequence. Successive calls to the function
sobseq (after a preliminary initializing call) return successive points in an n-dimensional
Sobol’ sequence based on the first n primitive polynomials in the table. As given, the routine
is initialized for maximum n of 6 dimensions, and for a word length w of 30 bits. These
parameters can be altered by changing MAXBIT (# w) and MAXDIM, and by adding more
initializing data to the arrays ip (the primitive polynomials from the table), mdeg (their
degrees), and iv (the starting values for the recurrence, equation 7.7.2). A second table,
above, elucidates the initializing data in the routine.

#include "nrutil.h"
#define MAXBIT 30
#define MAXDIM 6

void sobseq(int *n, float x[])
When n is negative, internally initializes a set of MAXBIT direction numbers for each of MAXDIM
di!erent Sobol’ sequences. When n is positive (but !MAXDIM), returns as the vector x[1..n]
the next values from n of these sequences. (n must not be changed between initializations.)
{

int j,k,l;
unsigned long i,im,ipp;
static float fac;
static unsigned long in,ix[MAXDIM+1],*iu[MAXBIT+1];
static unsigned long mdeg[MAXDIM+1]={0,1,2,3,3,4,4};
static unsigned long ip[MAXDIM+1]={0,0,1,1,2,1,4};
static unsigned long iv[MAXDIM*MAXBIT+1]={

0,1,1,1,1,1,1,3,1,3,3,1,1,5,7,7,3,3,5,15,11,5,15,13,9};

if (*n < 0) { Initialize, don’t return a vector.
for (k=1;k<=MAXDIM;k++) ix[k]=0;

6
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in=0;
if (iv[1] != 1) return;
fac=1.0/(1L << MAXBIT);
for (j=1,k=0;j<=MAXBIT;j++,k+=MAXDIM) iu[j] = &iv[k];
To allow both 1D and 2D addressing.
for (k=1;k<=MAXDIM;k++) {

for (j=1;j<=mdeg[k];j++) iu[j][k] <<= (MAXBIT-j);
Stored values only require normalization.
for (j=mdeg[k]+1;j<=MAXBIT;j++) { Use the recurrence to get other val-

ues.ipp=ip[k];
i=iu[j-mdeg[k]][k];
i ^= (i >> mdeg[k]);
for (l=mdeg[k]-1;l>=1;l--) {

if (ipp & 1) i ^= iu[j-l][k];
ipp >>= 1;

}
iu[j][k]=i;

}
}

} else { Calculate the next vector in the se-
quence.im=in++;

for (j=1;j<=MAXBIT;j++) { Find the rightmost zero bit.
if (!(im & 1)) break;
im >>= 1;

}
if (j > MAXBIT) nrerror("MAXBIT too small in sobseq");
im=(j-1)*MAXDIM;
for (k=1;k<=IMIN(*n,MAXDIM);k++) { XOR the appropriate direction num-

ber into each component of the
vector and convert to a floating
number.

ix[k] ^= iv[im+k];
x[k]=ix[k]*fac;

}
}

}

How good is a Sobol’ sequence, anyway? For Monte Carlo integration of a smooth
function in n dimensions, the answer is that the fractional error will decrease with N , the
number of samples, as (lnN)n/N , i.e., almost as fast as 1/N . As an example, let us integrate
a function that is nonzero inside a torus (doughnut) in three-dimensional space. If the major
radius of the torus is R0, the minor radial coordinate r is defined by

r =
!

[(x2 + y2)1/2 ! R0]
2 + z2

"1/2
(7.7.4)

Let us try the function

f(x, y, z) =

#

$

%

1 + cos

&

!r2

a2

'

r < r0

0 r " r0

(7.7.5)

which can be integrated analytically in cylindrical coordinates, giving
( ( (

dx dy dz f(x, y, z) = 2!2a2R0 (7.7.6)

With parameters R0 = 0.6, r0 = 0.3, we did 100 successive Monte Carlo integrations of
equation (7.7.4), sampling uniformly in the region !1 < x, y, z < 1, for the two cases of
uncorrelated random points and the Sobol’ sequence generated by the routine sobseq. Figure
7.7.2 shows the results, plotting the r.m.s. average error of the 100 integrations as a function
of the number of points sampled. (For any single integration, the error of course wanders
from positive to negative, or vice versa, so a logarithmic plot of fractional error is not very
informative.) The thin, dashed curve corresponds to uncorrelated random points and shows
the familiar N!1/2 asymptotics. The thin, solid gray curve shows the result for the Sobol’
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Figure 7.7.2. Fractional accuracy of Monte Carlo integrations as a function of number of points sampled,
for two different integrands and two different methods of choosing random points. The quasi-random
Sobol’ sequence converges much more rapidly than a conventional pseudo-random sequence. Quasi-
random sampling does better when the integrand is smooth (“soft boundary”) than when it has step
discontinuities (“hard boundary”). The curves shown are the r.m.s. average of 100 trials.

sequence. The logarithmic term in the expected (ln N)3/N is readily apparent as curvature
in the curve, but the asymptotic N!1 is unmistakable.

To understand the importance of Figure 7.7.2, suppose that a Monte Carlo integration of
f with 1% accuracy is desired. The Sobol’ sequence achieves this accuracy in a few thousand
samples, while pseudorandom sampling requires nearly 100,000 samples. The ratio would
be even greater for higher desired accuracies.

A different, not quite so favorable, case occurs when the function being integrated has
hard (discontinuous) boundaries inside the sampling region, for example the function that is
one inside the torus, zero outside,

f(x, y, z) =
!

1 r < r0

0 r ! r0
(7.7.7)

where r is defined in equation (7.7.4). Not by coincidence, this function has the same analytic
integral as the function of equation (7.7.5), namely 2!2a2R0.

The carefully hierarchical Sobol’ sequence is based on a set of Cartesian grids, but the
boundary of the torus has no particular relation to those grids. The result is that it is essentially
random whether sampled points in a thin layer at the surface of the torus, containing on the
order of N2/3 points, come out to be inside, or outside, the torus. The square root law, applied
to this thin layer, gives N1/3 fluctuations in the sum, or N!2/3 fractional error in the Monte
Carlo integral. One sees this behavior verified in Figure 7.7.2 by the thicker gray curve. The
thicker dashed curve in Figure 7.7.2 is the result of integrating the function of equation (7.7.7)
using independent random points. While the advantage of the Sobol’ sequence is not quite so
dramatic as in the case of a smooth function, it can nonetheless be a significant factor ("5)
even at modest accuracies like 1%, and greater at higher accuracies.
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Figure 7.7.2. Fractional accuracy of Monte Carlo integrations as a function of number of points sampled,
for two different integrands and two different methods of choosing random points. The quasi-random
Sobol’ sequence converges much more rapidly than a conventional pseudo-random sequence. Quasi-
random sampling does better when the integrand is smooth (“soft boundary”) than when it has step
discontinuities (“hard boundary”). The curves shown are the r.m.s. average of 100 trials.

sequence. The logarithmic term in the expected (ln N)3/N is readily apparent as curvature
in the curve, but the asymptotic N!1 is unmistakable.

To understand the importance of Figure 7.7.2, suppose that a Monte Carlo integration of
f with 1% accuracy is desired. The Sobol’ sequence achieves this accuracy in a few thousand
samples, while pseudorandom sampling requires nearly 100,000 samples. The ratio would
be even greater for higher desired accuracies.

A different, not quite so favorable, case occurs when the function being integrated has
hard (discontinuous) boundaries inside the sampling region, for example the function that is
one inside the torus, zero outside,

f(x, y, z) =
!

1 r < r0

0 r ! r0
(7.7.7)

where r is defined in equation (7.7.4). Not by coincidence, this function has the same analytic
integral as the function of equation (7.7.5), namely 2!2a2R0.

The carefully hierarchical Sobol’ sequence is based on a set of Cartesian grids, but the
boundary of the torus has no particular relation to those grids. The result is that it is essentially
random whether sampled points in a thin layer at the surface of the torus, containing on the
order of N2/3 points, come out to be inside, or outside, the torus. The square root law, applied
to this thin layer, gives N1/3 fluctuations in the sum, or N!2/3 fractional error in the Monte
Carlo integral. One sees this behavior verified in Figure 7.7.2 by the thicker gray curve. The
thicker dashed curve in Figure 7.7.2 is the result of integrating the function of equation (7.7.7)
using independent random points. While the advantage of the Sobol’ sequence is not quite so
dramatic as in the case of a smooth function, it can nonetheless be a significant factor ("5)
even at modest accuracies like 1%, and greater at higher accuracies.
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a b

(b)

x1

e f c x1 d a b

b

a

(c)

(d)

(a)

x2 x3

Figure 9.1.1. Some situations encountered while root finding: (a) shows an isolated root x1 bracketed
by two points a and b at which the function has opposite signs; (b) illustrates that there is not necessarily
a sign change in the function near a double root (in fact, there is not necessarily a root!); (c) is a
pathological function with many roots; in (d) the function has opposite signs at points a and b, but the
points bracket a singularity, not a root.
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Figure 9.1.1. Some situations encountered while root finding: (a) shows an isolated root x1 bracketed
by two points a and b at which the function has opposite signs; (b) illustrates that there is not necessarily
a sign change in the function near a double root (in fact, there is not necessarily a root!); (c) is a
pathological function with many roots; in (d) the function has opposite signs at points a and b, but the
points bracket a singularity, not a root.
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zbrac.c

#include <math.h>
#define FACTOR 1.6
#define NTRY 50

int zbrac(float (*func)(float), float *x1, float *x2)
{
        void nrerror(char error_text[]);
        int j;
        float f1,f2;

        if (*x1 == *x2) nrerror("Bad initial range in zbrac");
        f1=(*func)(*x1);
        f2=(*func)(*x2);
        for (j=1;j<=NTRY;j++) {
                if (f1*f2 < 0.0) return 1;
                if (fabs(f1) < fabs(f2))
                        f1=(*func)(*x1 += FACTOR*(*x1-*x2));
                else
                        f2=(*func)(*x2 += FACTOR*(*x2-*x1));
        }
        return 0;
}
#undef FACTOR
#undef NTRY
/* (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software ?421.1-9. */
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#include <math.h>
#define FACTOR 1.6
#define NTRY 50

int zbrac(float (*func)(float), float *x1, float *x2)
Given a function func and an initial guessed range x1 to x2, the routine expands the range
geometrically until a root is bracketed by the returned values x1 and x2 (in which case zbrac
returns 1) or until the range becomes unacceptably large (in which case zbrac returns 0).
{

void nrerror(char error_text[]);
int j;
float f1,f2;

if (*x1 == *x2) nrerror("Bad initial range in zbrac");
f1=(*func)(*x1);
f2=(*func)(*x2);
for (j=1;j<=NTRY;j++) {

if (f1*f2 < 0.0) return 1;
if (fabs(f1) < fabs(f2))

f1=(*func)(*x1 += FACTOR*(*x1-*x2));
else

f2=(*func)(*x2 += FACTOR*(*x2-*x1));
}
return 0;

}

Alternatively, you might want to “look inward” on an initial interval, rather
than “look outward” from it, asking if there are any roots of the function f(x) in
the interval from x1 to x2 when a search is carried out by subdivision into n equal
intervals. The following function calculates brackets for up to nb distinct intervals
which each contain one or more roots.

void zbrak(float (*fx)(float), float x1, float x2, int n, float xb1[],
float xb2[], int *nb)

Given a function fx defined on the interval from x1-x2 subdivide the interval into n equally
spaced segments, and search for zero crossings of the function. nb is input as the maximum num-
ber of roots sought, and is reset to the number of bracketing pairs xb1[1..nb], xb2[1..nb]
that are found.
{

int nbb,i;
float x,fp,fc,dx;

nbb=0;
dx=(x2-x1)/n; Determine the spacing appropriate to the mesh.
fp=(*fx)(x=x1);
for (i=1;i<=n;i++) { Loop over all intervals

fc=(*fx)(x += dx);
if (fc*fp <= 0.0) { If a sign change occurs then record values for the

bounds.xb1[++nbb]=x-dx;
xb2[nbb]=x;
if(*nb == nbb) return;

}
fp=fc;

}
*nb = nbb;

}

9



zbrak.c

void zbrak(float (*fx)(float), float x1, float x2, int n, float xb1[],
        float xb2[], int *nb)
{
        int nbb,i;
        float x,fp,fc,dx;

        nbb=0;
        dx=(x2-x1)/n;
        fp=(*fx)(x=x1);
        for (i=1;i<=n;i++) {
                fc=(*fx)(x += dx);
                if (fc*fp < 0.0) {
                        xb1[++nbb]=x-dx;
                        xb2[nbb]=x;
                        if(*nb == nbb) return;

                }
                fp=fc;
        }
        *nb = nbb;
}
/* (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software ?421.1-9. */
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#include <math.h>
#define FACTOR 1.6
#define NTRY 50

int zbrac(float (*func)(float), float *x1, float *x2)
Given a function func and an initial guessed range x1 to x2, the routine expands the range
geometrically until a root is bracketed by the returned values x1 and x2 (in which case zbrac
returns 1) or until the range becomes unacceptably large (in which case zbrac returns 0).
{

void nrerror(char error_text[]);
int j;
float f1,f2;

if (*x1 == *x2) nrerror("Bad initial range in zbrac");
f1=(*func)(*x1);
f2=(*func)(*x2);
for (j=1;j<=NTRY;j++) {

if (f1*f2 < 0.0) return 1;
if (fabs(f1) < fabs(f2))

f1=(*func)(*x1 += FACTOR*(*x1-*x2));
else

f2=(*func)(*x2 += FACTOR*(*x2-*x1));
}
return 0;

}

Alternatively, you might want to “look inward” on an initial interval, rather
than “look outward” from it, asking if there are any roots of the function f(x) in
the interval from x1 to x2 when a search is carried out by subdivision into n equal
intervals. The following function calculates brackets for up to nb distinct intervals
which each contain one or more roots.

void zbrak(float (*fx)(float), float x1, float x2, int n, float xb1[],
float xb2[], int *nb)

Given a function fx defined on the interval from x1-x2 subdivide the interval into n equally
spaced segments, and search for zero crossings of the function. nb is input as the maximum num-
ber of roots sought, and is reset to the number of bracketing pairs xb1[1..nb], xb2[1..nb]
that are found.
{

int nbb,i;
float x,fp,fc,dx;

nbb=0;
dx=(x2-x1)/n; Determine the spacing appropriate to the mesh.
fp=(*fx)(x=x1);
for (i=1;i<=n;i++) { Loop over all intervals

fc=(*fx)(x += dx);
if (fc*fp <= 0.0) { If a sign change occurs then record values for the

bounds.xb1[++nbb]=x-dx;
xb2[nbb]=x;
if(*nb == nbb) return;

}
fp=fc;

}
*nb = nbb;

}
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rtbis.c

#include <math.h>
#define JMAX 40

float rtbis(float (*func)(float), float x1, float x2, float xacc)
{
        void nrerror(char error_text[]);
        int j;
        float dx,f,fmid,xmid,rtb;

        f=(*func)(x1);
        fmid=(*func)(x2);
        if (f*fmid >= 0.0) nrerror("Root must be bracketed for bisection in rtbis");
        rtb = f < 0.0 ? (dx=x2-x1,x1) : (dx=x1-x2,x2);
        for (j=1;j<=JMAX;j++) {
                fmid=(*func)(xmid=rtb+(dx *= 0.5));
                if (fmid <= 0.0) rtb=xmid;
                if (fabs(dx) < xacc || fmid == 0.0) return rtb;
        }
        nrerror("Too many bisections in rtbis");
        return 0.0;
}
#undef JMAX
/* (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software ?421.1-9. */
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#include <math.h>
#define JMAX 40 Maximum allowed number of bisections.

float rtbis(float (*func)(float), float x1, float x2, float xacc)
Using bisection, find the root of a function func known to lie between x1 and x2. The root,
returned as rtbis, will be refined until its accuracy is ±xacc.
{

void nrerror(char error_text[]);
int j;
float dx,f,fmid,xmid,rtb;

f=(*func)(x1);
fmid=(*func)(x2);
if (f*fmid >= 0.0) nrerror("Root must be bracketed for bisection in rtbis");
rtb = f < 0.0 ? (dx=x2-x1,x1) : (dx=x1-x2,x2); Orient the search so that f>0

lies at x+dx.for (j=1;j<=JMAX;j++) {
fmid=(*func)(xmid=rtb+(dx *= 0.5)); Bisection loop.
if (fmid <= 0.0) rtb=xmid;
if (fabs(dx) < xacc || fmid == 0.0) return rtb;

}
nrerror("Too many bisections in rtbis");
return 0.0; Never get here.

}

9.2 Secant Method, False Position Method,
and Ridders’ Method

For functions that are smooth near a root, the methods known respectively
as false position (or regula falsi) and secant method generally converge faster than
bisection. In both of these methods the function is assumed to be approximately
linear in the local region of interest, and the next improvement in the root is taken as
the point where the approximating line crosses the axis. After each iteration one of
the previous boundary points is discarded in favor of the latest estimate of the root.

The only difference between the methods is that secant retains the most recent
of the prior estimates (Figure 9.2.1; this requires an arbitrary choice on the first
iteration), while false position retains that prior estimate for which the function value
has opposite sign from the function value at the current best estimate of the root,
so that the two points continue to bracket the root (Figure 9.2.2). Mathematically,
the secant method converges more rapidly near a root of a sufficiently continuous
function. Its order of convergence can be shown to be the “golden ratio” 1.618 . . . ,
so that

lim
k!"

|!k+1| ! const" |!k|1.618 (9.2.1)

The secant method has, however, the disadvantage that the root does not necessarily
remain bracketed. For functions that are not sufficiently continuous, the algorithm
can therefore not be guaranteed to converge: Local behavior might send it off
towards infinity.

bisection method
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zero.c

#include<stdio.h>
#define NN 20

#include "nrutil.c"
#include "zbrac.c"
#include "zbrak.c"
#include "rtbis.c"

float function(float x)
 {
  return(sin(x));
 }

int main()
 {
  int n=10,nb=NN;
  float x1=-1., x2=1.,res;
  float xb1[NN+1], xb2[NN+1];
  float xacc=0.000001;

  res= zbrac( (float(*)(float))function,&x1,&x2);
  if(!res) printf("zbrac: range unacceptably large\n");
   else    printf("zbrac: zero crossing between %f and %f \n\n",x1,x2);

  x1=-10.; x2=11;
  zbrak( (float(*)(float))function, x1, x2, n, xb1, xb2, &nb);
  for(n=1; n<=nb; n++)
   {
    printf("zbrak: zero crossing found [%f,%f]\n",xb1[n],xb2[n]);
    printf("       rtbis: zero found at %f\n",
      rtbis( (float(*)(float))function, xb1[n],xb2[n],xacc));
   }
 }

12
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}
a=b; Move last best guess to a.
fa=fb;
if (fabs(d) > tol1) Evaluate new trial root.

b += d;
else

b += SIGN(tol1,xm);
fb=(*func)(b);

}
nrerror("Maximum number of iterations exceeded in zbrent");
return 0.0; Never get here.

}

CITED REFERENCES AND FURTHER READING:
Brent, R.P. 1973, Algorithms for Minimization without Derivatives (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-

Hall), Chapters 3, 4. [1]
Forsythe, G.E., Malcolm, M.A., and Moler, C.B. 1977, Computer Methods for Mathematical

Computations (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall), §7.2.

9.4 Newton-Raphson Method Using Derivative

Perhaps themost celebrated of all one-dimensional root-finding routines is New-
ton’s method, also called the Newton-Raphsonmethod. This method is distinguished
from the methods of previous sections by the fact that it requires the evaluation
of both the function f(x), and the derivative f !(x), at arbitrary points x. The
Newton-Raphson formula consists geometrically of extending the tangent line at a
current point xi until it crosses zero, then setting the next guess xi+1 to the abscissa
of that zero-crossing (see Figure 9.4.1). Algebraically, the method derives from the
familiar Taylor series expansion of a function in the neighborhood of a point,

f(x + !) ! f(x) + f !(x)! +
f !!(x)

2
!2 + . . . . (9.4.1)

For small enough values of !, and for well-behaved functions, the terms beyond
linear are unimportant, hence f(x + !) = 0 implies

! = " f(x)
f !(x)

. (9.4.2)

Newton-Raphson is not restricted to one dimension. The method readily
generalizes to multiple dimensions, as we shall see in §9.6 and §9.7, below.

Far from a root, where the higher-order terms in the series are important, the
Newton-Raphson formula can give grossly inaccurate, meaningless corrections. For
instance, the initial guess for the root might be so far from the true root as to let
the search interval include a local maximum or minimum of the function. This can
be death to the method (see Figure 9.4.2). If an iteration places a trial guess near
such a local extremum, so that the first derivative nearly vanishes, then Newton-
Raphson sends its solution off to limbo, with vanishingly small hope of recovery.
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f (x)

Figure 9.4.1. Newton’s method extrapolates the local derivative to find the next estimate of the root. In
this example it works well and converges quadratically.

f (x)

x

1

23

Figure 9.4.2. Unfortunate case where Newton’s method encounters a local extremum and shoots off to
outer space. Here bracketing bounds, as in rtsafe, would save the day.
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x

f (x)

2

1

Figure 9.4.3. Unfortunate case where Newton’s method enters a nonconvergent cycle. This behavior
is often encountered when the function f is obtained, in whole or in part, by table interpolation. With
a better initial guess, the method would have succeeded.

Like most powerful tools, Newton-Raphson can be destructive used in inappropriate
circumstances. Figure 9.4.3 demonstrates another possible pathology.

Why do we call Newton-Raphson powerful? The answer lies in its rate of
convergence: Within a small distance ! of x the function and its derivative are
approximately:

f(x + !) = f(x) + !f !(x) + !2
f !!(x)

2
+ · · · ,

f !(x + !) = f !(x) + !f !!(x) + · · ·
(9.4.3)

By the Newton-Raphson formula,

xi+1 = xi !
f(xi)
f !(xi)

, (9.4.4)

so that

!i+1 = !i !
f(xi)
f !(xi)

. (9.4.5)

When a trial solution xi differs from the true root by !i, we can use (9.4.3) to express
f(xi), f !(xi) in (9.4.4) in terms of !i and derivatives at the root itself. The result is
a recurrence relation for the deviations of the trial solutions

!i+1 = !!2i
f !!(x)
2f !(x)

. (9.4.6)
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Equation (9.4.6) says that Newton-Raphson converges quadratically (cf. equa-
tion 9.2.3). Near a root, the number of significant digits approximately doubles
with each step. This very strong convergence property makes Newton-Raphson the
method of choice for any function whose derivative can be evaluated efficiently, and
whose derivative is continuous and nonzero in the neighborhood of a root.

Even where Newton-Raphson is rejected for the early stages of convergence
(because of its poor global convergence properties), it is very common to “polish
up” a root with one or two steps of Newton-Raphson, which can multiply by two
or four its number of significant figures!

For an efficient realization of Newton-Raphson the user provides a routine that
evaluates both f(x) and its first derivative f !(x) at the point x. The Newton-Raphson
formula can also be applied using a numerical difference to approximate the true
local derivative,

f !(x) ! f(x + dx) " f(x)
dx

. (9.4.7)

This is not, however, a recommended procedure for the following reasons: (i) You
are doing two function evaluations per step, so at best the superlinear order of
convergence will be only

#
2. (ii) If you take dx too small you will be wiped out

by roundoff, while if you take it too large your order of convergence will be only
linear, no better than using the initial evaluation f !(x0) for all subsequent steps.
Therefore, Newton-Raphsonwith numerical derivatives is (in one dimension) always
dominated by the secant method of §9.2. (In multidimensions, where there is a
paucity of available methods, Newton-Raphson with numerical derivatives must be
taken more seriously. See §§9.6–9.7.)

The following function calls a user supplied function funcd(x,fn,df) which
supplies the function value as fn and the derivative as df. We have included input
bounds on the root simply to be consistent with previous root-finding routines:
Newton does not adjust bounds, and works only on local information at the point
x. The bounds are used only to pick the midpoint as the first guess, and to reject
the solution if it wanders outside of the bounds.

#include <math.h>
#define JMAX 20 Set to maximum number of iterations.

float rtnewt(void (*funcd)(float, float *, float *), float x1, float x2,
float xacc)

Using the Newton-Raphson method, find the root of a function known to lie in the interval
[x1,x2]. The root rtnewt will be refined until its accuracy is known within ±xacc. funcd
is a user-supplied routine that returns both the function value and the first derivative of the
function at the point x.
{

void nrerror(char error_text[]);
int j;
float df,dx,f,rtn;

rtn=0.5*(x1+x2); Initial guess.
for (j=1;j<=JMAX;j++) {

(*funcd)(rtn,&f,&df);
dx=f/df;
rtn -= dx;
if ((x1-rtn)*(rtn-x2) < 0.0)

nrerror("Jumped out of brackets in rtnewt");
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Figure 9.4.1. Newton’s method extrapolates the local derivative to find the next estimate of the root. In
this example it works well and converges quadratically.

f (x)

x

1

23

Figure 9.4.2. Unfortunate case where Newton’s method encounters a local extremum and shoots off to
outer space. Here bracketing bounds, as in rtsafe, would save the day.
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Figure 9.4.3. Unfortunate case where Newton’s method enters a nonconvergent cycle. This behavior
is often encountered when the function f is obtained, in whole or in part, by table interpolation. With
a better initial guess, the method would have succeeded.

Like most powerful tools, Newton-Raphson can be destructive used in inappropriate
circumstances. Figure 9.4.3 demonstrates another possible pathology.

Why do we call Newton-Raphson powerful? The answer lies in its rate of
convergence: Within a small distance ! of x the function and its derivative are
approximately:

f(x + !) = f(x) + !f !(x) + !2
f !!(x)

2
+ · · · ,

f !(x + !) = f !(x) + !f !!(x) + · · ·
(9.4.3)

By the Newton-Raphson formula,

xi+1 = xi !
f(xi)
f !(xi)

, (9.4.4)

so that

!i+1 = !i !
f(xi)
f !(xi)

. (9.4.5)

When a trial solution xi differs from the true root by !i, we can use (9.4.3) to express
f(xi), f !(xi) in (9.4.4) in terms of !i and derivatives at the root itself. The result is
a recurrence relation for the deviations of the trial solutions

!i+1 = !!2i
f !!(x)
2f !(x)

. (9.4.6)
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rtnewt.c

#include <math.h>
#define JMAX 20

float rtnewt(void (*funcd)(float, float *, float *), float x1, float x2,
        float xacc)
{
        void nrerror(char error_text[]);
        int j;
        float df,dx,f,rtn;

        rtn=0.5*(x1+x2);
        for (j=1;j<=JMAX;j++) {
                (*funcd)(rtn,&f,&df);
                dx=f/df;
                rtn -= dx;
                if ((x1-rtn)*(rtn-x2) < 0.0)
                        nrerror("Jumped out of brackets in rtnewt");
                if (fabs(dx) < xacc) return rtn;
        }
        nrerror("Maximum number of iterations exceeded in rtnewt");
        return 0.0;
}
#undef JMAX
/* (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software ?421.1-9. */

Newton method
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Equation (9.4.6) says that Newton-Raphson converges quadratically (cf. equa-
tion 9.2.3). Near a root, the number of significant digits approximately doubles
with each step. This very strong convergence property makes Newton-Raphson the
method of choice for any function whose derivative can be evaluated efficiently, and
whose derivative is continuous and nonzero in the neighborhood of a root.

Even where Newton-Raphson is rejected for the early stages of convergence
(because of its poor global convergence properties), it is very common to “polish
up” a root with one or two steps of Newton-Raphson, which can multiply by two
or four its number of significant figures!

For an efficient realization of Newton-Raphson the user provides a routine that
evaluates both f(x) and its first derivative f !(x) at the point x. The Newton-Raphson
formula can also be applied using a numerical difference to approximate the true
local derivative,

f !(x) ! f(x + dx) " f(x)
dx

. (9.4.7)

This is not, however, a recommended procedure for the following reasons: (i) You
are doing two function evaluations per step, so at best the superlinear order of
convergence will be only

#
2. (ii) If you take dx too small you will be wiped out

by roundoff, while if you take it too large your order of convergence will be only
linear, no better than using the initial evaluation f !(x0) for all subsequent steps.
Therefore, Newton-Raphsonwith numerical derivatives is (in one dimension) always
dominated by the secant method of §9.2. (In multidimensions, where there is a
paucity of available methods, Newton-Raphson with numerical derivatives must be
taken more seriously. See §§9.6–9.7.)

The following function calls a user supplied function funcd(x,fn,df) which
supplies the function value as fn and the derivative as df. We have included input
bounds on the root simply to be consistent with previous root-finding routines:
Newton does not adjust bounds, and works only on local information at the point
x. The bounds are used only to pick the midpoint as the first guess, and to reject
the solution if it wanders outside of the bounds.

#include <math.h>
#define JMAX 20 Set to maximum number of iterations.

float rtnewt(void (*funcd)(float, float *, float *), float x1, float x2,
float xacc)

Using the Newton-Raphson method, find the root of a function known to lie in the interval
[x1,x2]. The root rtnewt will be refined until its accuracy is known within ±xacc. funcd
is a user-supplied routine that returns both the function value and the first derivative of the
function at the point x.
{

void nrerror(char error_text[]);
int j;
float df,dx,f,rtn;

rtn=0.5*(x1+x2); Initial guess.
for (j=1;j<=JMAX;j++) {

(*funcd)(rtn,&f,&df);
dx=f/df;
rtn -= dx;
if ((x1-rtn)*(rtn-x2) < 0.0)

nrerror("Jumped out of brackets in rtnewt");
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zeronewton.c

#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>

#include "nrutil.c"
#include "rtnewt.c"

void function(float x, float *y, float *dy)
 {
  *y=sin(x);
  *dy=cos(x);
 }

int main()
 {
  float x1=1;
  float x2=4;
  float xacc=0.001;

  printf("zero found at x=%f\n",
    rtnewt( (void(*)(float,float*,float*))function,x1,x2,xacc));
 }

16



rtsafe.c

#include <math.h>
#define MAXIT 100

float rtsafe(void (*funcd)(float, float *, float *), float x1, float x2,
        float xacc)
{
        void nrerror(char error_text[]);
        int j;
        float df,dx,dxold,f,fh,fl;
        float temp,xh,xl,rts;

        (*funcd)(x1,&fl,&df);
        (*funcd)(x2,&fh,&df);
        if ((fl > 0.0 && fh > 0.0) || (fl < 0.0 && fh < 0.0))
                nrerror("Root must be bracketed in rtsafe");
        if (fl == 0.0) return x1;
        if (fh == 0.0) return x2;
        if (fl < 0.0) {
                xl=x1;
                xh=x2;
        } else {
                xh=x1;
                xl=x2;
        }
        rts=0.5*(x1+x2);
        dxold=fabs(x2-x1);
        dx=dxold;
        (*funcd)(rts,&f,&df);
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if (fabs(dx) < xacc) return rtn; Convergence.
}
nrerror("Maximum number of iterations exceeded in rtnewt");
return 0.0; Never get here.

}

While Newton-Raphson’s global convergence properties are poor, it is fairly
easy to design a fail-safe routine that utilizes a combination of bisection and Newton-
Raphson. The hybrid algorithm takes a bisection step whenever Newton-Raphson
would take the solution out of bounds, or whenever Newton-Raphson is not reducing
the size of the brackets rapidly enough.

#include <math.h>
#define MAXIT 100 Maximum allowed number of iterations.

float rtsafe(void (*funcd)(float, float *, float *), float x1, float x2,
float xacc)

Using a combination of Newton-Raphson and bisection, find the root of a function bracketed
between x1 and x2. The root, returned as the function value rtsafe, will be refined until
its accuracy is known within ±xacc. funcd is a user-supplied routine that returns both the
function value and the first derivative of the function.
{

void nrerror(char error_text[]);
int j;
float df,dx,dxold,f,fh,fl;
float temp,xh,xl,rts;

(*funcd)(x1,&fl,&df);
(*funcd)(x2,&fh,&df);
if ((fl > 0.0 && fh > 0.0) || (fl < 0.0 && fh < 0.0))

nrerror("Root must be bracketed in rtsafe");
if (fl == 0.0) return x1;
if (fh == 0.0) return x2;
if (fl < 0.0) { Orient the search so that f(xl) < 0.

xl=x1;
xh=x2;

} else {
xh=x1;
xl=x2;

}
rts=0.5*(x1+x2); Initialize the guess for root,
dxold=fabs(x2-x1); the “stepsize before last,”
dx=dxold; and the last step.
(*funcd)(rts,&f,&df);
for (j=1;j<=MAXIT;j++) { Loop over allowed iterations.

if ((((rts-xh)*df-f)*((rts-xl)*df-f) > 0.0) Bisect if Newton out of range,
|| (fabs(2.0*f) > fabs(dxold*df))) { or not decreasing fast enough.
dxold=dx;
dx=0.5*(xh-xl);
rts=xl+dx;
if (xl == rts) return rts; Change in root is negligible.

} else { Newton step acceptable. Take it.
dxold=dx;
dx=f/df;
temp=rts;
rts -= dx;
if (temp == rts) return rts;

}
if (fabs(dx) < xacc) return rts; Convergence criterion.
(*funcd)(rts,&f,&df);
The one new function evaluation per iteration.

 for (j=1;j<=MAXIT;j++) {
                if ((((rts-xh)*df-f)*((rts-xl)*df-f) >= 0.0)
                        || (fabs(2.0*f) > fabs(dxold*df))) {
                        dxold=dx;
                        dx=0.5*(xh-xl);
                        rts=xl+dx;
                        if (xl == rts) return rts;
                } else {
                        dxold=dx;
                        dx=f/df;
                        temp=rts;
                        rts -= dx;
                        if (temp == rts) return rts;
                }
                if (fabs(dx) < xacc) return rts;
                (*funcd)(rts,&f,&df);
                if (f < 0.0)
                        xl=rts;
                else
                        xh=rts;
        }
        nrerror("Maximum number of iterations exceeded in rtsafe");
        return 0.0;
}
#undef MAXIT
/* (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software ?421.1-9. */
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Een heel simpel functie om een ASCII plot 
van een functie te doen.
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#include <stdio.h>
#define ISCR 60
#define JSCR 21
#define BLANK ' '
#define ZERO '-'
#define YY 'l'
#define XX '-'
#define FF 'x'

void scrsho(float (*fx)(float))
{
        int jz,j,i;
        float ysml,ybig,x2,x1,x,dyj,dx,y[ISCR+1];
        char scr[ISCR+1][JSCR+1];

        for (;;) {
                printf("\nEnter x1 x2 (x1=x2 to stop):\n");
                scanf("%f %f",&x1,&x2);
                if (x1 == x2) break;
                for (j=1;j<=JSCR;j++)
                        scr[1][j]=scr[ISCR][j]=YY;
                for (i=2;i<=(ISCR-1);i++) {
                        scr[i][1]=scr[i][JSCR]=XX;
                        for (j=2;j<=(JSCR-1);j++)
                                scr[i][j]=BLANK;
                }
                dx=(x2-x1)/(ISCR-1);
                x=x1;
                ysml=ybig=0.0;
                for (i=1;i<=ISCR;i++) {
                        y[i]=(*fx)(x);
                        if (y[i] < ysml) ysml=y[i];
                        if (y[i] > ybig) ybig=y[i];
                        x += dx;
                }
              

                if (ybig == ysml) ybig=ysml+1.0;
                dyj=(JSCR-1)/(ybig-ysml);
                jz=1-(int) (ysml*dyj);
                for (i=1;i<=ISCR;i++) {
                        scr[i][jz]=ZERO;
                        j=1+(int) ((y[i]-ysml)*dyj);
                        scr[i][j]=FF;
                }
                printf(" %10.3f ",ybig);
                for (i=1;i<=ISCR;i++) printf("%c",scr[i][JSCR]);
                printf("\n");
                for (j=(JSCR-1);j>=2;j--) {
                        printf("%12s"," ");
                        for (i=1;i<=ISCR;i++) printf("%c",scr[i][j]);
                        printf("\n");
                }
                printf(" %10.3f ",ysml);
                for (i=1;i<=ISCR;i++) printf("%c",scr[i][1]);
                printf("\n");
                printf("%8s %10.3f %44s %10.3f\n"," ",x1," ",x2);
        }
}
#undef ISCR
#undef JSCR

scrsho.c
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good first guess of the solution. Try it. Then read the more advanced
material in §9.7 for somemore complicated, but globally more convergent,
alternatives.

Avoiding implementations for specific computers, this book must generally
steer clear of interactive or graphics-related routines. We make an exception right
now. The following routine, which produces a crude function plot with interactively
scaled axes, can save you a lot of grief as you enter the world of root finding.

#include <stdio.h>
#define ISCR 60 Number of horizontal and vertical positions in display.
#define JSCR 21
#define BLANK ’ ’
#define ZERO ’-’
#define YY ’l’
#define XX ’-’
#define FF ’x’

void scrsho(float (*fx)(float))
For interactive CRT terminal use. Produce a crude graph of the function fx over the prompted-
for interval x1,x2. Query for another plot until the user signals satisfaction.
{

int jz,j,i;
float ysml,ybig,x2,x1,x,dyj,dx,y[ISCR+1];
char scr[ISCR+1][JSCR+1];

for (;;) {
printf("\nEnter x1 x2 (x1=x2 to stop):\n"); Query for another plot, quit

if x1=x2.scanf("%f %f",&x1,&x2);
if (x1 == x2) break;
for (j=1;j<=JSCR;j++) Fill vertical sides with character ’l’.

scr[1][j]=scr[ISCR][j]=YY;
for (i=2;i<=(ISCR-1);i++) {

scr[i][1]=scr[i][JSCR]=XX; Fill top, bottom with character ’-’.
for (j=2;j<=(JSCR-1);j++) Fill interior with blanks.

scr[i][j]=BLANK;
}
dx=(x2-x1)/(ISCR-1);
x=x1;
ysml=ybig=0.0; Limits will include 0.
for (i=1;i<=ISCR;i++) { Evaluate the function at equal intervals.

Find the largest and smallest val-
ues.

y[i]=(*fx)(x);
if (y[i] < ysml) ysml=y[i];
if (y[i] > ybig) ybig=y[i];
x += dx;

}
if (ybig == ysml) ybig=ysml+1.0; Be sure to separate top and bottom.
dyj=(JSCR-1)/(ybig-ysml);
jz=1-(int) (ysml*dyj); Note which row corresponds to 0.
for (i=1;i<=ISCR;i++) { Place an indicator at function height and

0.scr[i][jz]=ZERO;
j=1+(int) ((y[i]-ysml)*dyj);
scr[i][j]=FF;

}
printf(" %10.3f ",ybig);
for (i=1;i<=ISCR;i++) printf("%c",scr[i][JSCR]);
printf("\n");
for (j=(JSCR-1);j>=2;j--) { Display.

printf("%12s"," ");
for (i=1;i<=ISCR;i++) printf("%c",scr[i][j]);
printf("\n");

}
printf(" %10.3f ",ysml);
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plotfunction.c

#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>

#include "scrsho.c"

float function(float x)
 {
  return(x*(x-1)*sin(x));
 }

int main()
 {
  scrsho( (float(*)(float))function );
 }
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Grafische representatie van data
Bijvoorbeeld hebben wij vaak in het natuurkunde practicum de opdracht een aantal 
metingen te verwerken.

voorbeeld: Wij hebben een tabel met metingen:
10 1.34
20 2.58
30 5.25
40 6.87
Deze schrijven wij in de bestand data.in.

In een C programma lezen wij dit bestand en wij doen de nodige berekeningen. 
Daarnaar roepen wij gnuplot om de data grafisch weer te geven.
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Grafische representatie van data

GNU plot      (http://gnuplot.info)
gnuplot is een standaard programma op onze Linux systeem.

> ssh -X username@lilo.science.ru.nl
> gnuplot

De data zijn in de bestand “data.out“.
> plot “data.out“ with lines

> gnuplot commands

gnuplot wordt uitgevoerd. “commands“ is een bestand met commandoʻs voor 
gnuplot:

plot [0:50] "data.dat" with lines
pause 10
exit

De data worden in een raam uitgegeven.
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Grafische representatie van data

plot.c

#include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>

/* graphical output with gnuplot */

/* this functions reads the data and performs necessary 
calculations etc. */
int read_data(FILE *fp)
 {
    /* here we have to do the necessary things */
  return(0);
 }

/* this functions writes the data to disk */
int write_data(FILE *fp)
 {
   /* here we have to do the necessary things */
  return(0);
 }

int main()
 {
  char input[]="data.in";
  char output[]="data.out";
  FILE *fp;

  printf("opening file ...\n");
  if( (fp=fopen(input,"r"))==NULL )
    {
     printf("file ERROR!\n");
     exit(1);
    }
  printf("reading data ...\n");
  read_data(fp);
  close(fp);

  if( (fp=fopen(output,"w"))==NULL )
    {
     printf("file ERROR!\n");
     exit(1);
    }
  printf("writing data ...\n");
  write_data(fp);
  close(fp);

  /* call gnuplot to display data */
  printf("call gnuplot ...\n");
  system("gnuplot commands");
 }
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Grafische representatie van data

gnuplotexample.c

int main()
 {
  int i,index;
  int histo[NBIN];
  long int n=1;
  float x;

  // clear histogram
  for(i=0; i<NBIN; i++)
   histo[i]=0;

  // fill histogram
  for(i=0; i<NN; i++)
   {
 // x=(float)rand()/RAND_MAX;
 // index=x*(NBIN);
    x=gasdev(&n);
    index=(x+5)*(NBIN/10);
    if(index>=0 && index<NBIN) histo[index]++;
   }

  // print histogram 
  printhisto(histo);
  system("gnuplot gnuplotexample.commands");
 }

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>

#define NBIN 20
#define NN 200000

float gasdev(long *idum)
{
        static int iset=0;
        static float gset;
        float fac,rsq,v1,v2;

        if  (iset == 0) {
                do {
                        v1=2.0*(float)rand()/RAND_MAX-1.0;
                        v2=2.0*(float)rand()/RAND_MAX-1.0;
                        rsq=v1*v1+v2*v2;
                } while (rsq >= 1.0 || rsq == 0.0);
                fac=sqrt(-2.0*log(rsq)/rsq);
                gset=v1*fac;
                iset=1;
                return v2*fac;
        } else {
                iset=0;
                return gset;
        }
}
/* (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software ?421.1-9. */

void printhisto(int *h)
 {
  int i,j,max=0;
  float scale;
  FILE *fp;

  // search maximum
  for(i=0; i<NBIN; i++)
    if(max<h[i]) max=h[i];
  // scale for printing
  scale=(float)max/50;

  for(i=0; i<NBIN; i++)
   {
    printf("%5i ",h[i]);
    for(j=0; j<h[i]/scale; j++) printf("#");
    printf("\n");
   }

  // write data to file
  fp=fopen("gnuplotexample.dat","w");
  for(i=0; i<NBIN; i++)
    fprintf(fp,"%f %f\n",-5+0.5*i ,(double)h[i]);
  close(fp);
 }
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DEBUGGER

Hoe kunnen wij in een programma fouten finden?
De debugger gdb is een tool om fouten in 
programmas te finden.
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Wij compileren het programma met
gcc -g3 -o programma programma.c

De debugger wordt met
gdb ./programma
gestart.

Enkele debugger commands:
run:      start de programma
where:  waar in de code gebuurt de fault
print:   drukt de inhoud van een variabele af
quit:     beëindigt de debugger

debugger - gdb
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debug.c

GNU gdb 6.3.50-20050815 (Apple version gdb-1515) (Sat Jan 15 08:33:48 UTC 2011)
Copyright 2004 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
GDB is free software, covered by the GNU General Public License, and you are
welcome to change it and/or distribute copies of it under certain conditions.
Type "show copying" to see the conditions.
There is absolutely no warranty for GDB.  Type "show warranty" for details.
This GDB was configured as "x86_64-apple-darwin"...Reading symbols for shared 
libraries .. done

(gdb) run
Starting program: /Users/jrh/Documents/Folien/prog1415/debug 
Reading symbols for shared libraries +. done

Program received signal EXC_ARITHMETIC, Arithmetic exception.
0x0000000100000f2f in main () at debug.c:10
10     k= 8/(i-5);    
(gdb) print k
$1 = -8
(gdb) print i
$2 = 5
(gdb) 
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Introduction to GDB Commands

GDB contains a large repertoire of commands. The manual Debugging with GDB includes extensive 
documentation on the use of these commands, together with examples of their use. Furthermore, the 
command help invoked from within GDB activates a simple help facility which summarizes the 
available commands and their options. In this section we summarize a few of the most commonly 
used commands to give an idea of what GDB is about. You should create a simple program with 
debugging information and experiment with the use of these GDB commands on the program as you 
read through the following section.

set args arguments
The arguments list above is a list of arguments to be passed to the program on a subsequent run 
command, just as though the arguments had been entered on a normal invocation of the program. 
The set args command is not needed if the program does not require arguments. 
run
The run command causes execution of the program to start from the beginning. If the program is 
already running, that is to say if you are currently positioned at a breakpoint, then a prompt will ask 
for confirmation that you want to abandon the current execution and restart. 
break location
The break command sets a breakpoint, that is to say a point at which execution will halt and GDB will 
await further commands. location is either a line number within a file, given in the format 
file:linenumber, or it is the name of a subprogram. If you request that a breakpoint be set on a 
subprogram that is overloaded, a prompt will ask you to specify on which of those subprograms you 
want to breakpoint. You can also specify that all of them should be breakpointed. If the program is 
run and execution encounters the breakpoint, then the program stops and GDB signals that the 
breakpoint was encountered by printing the line of code before which the program is halted. 
breakpoint exception name
A special form of the breakpoint command which breakpoints whenever exception name is raised. If 
name is omitted, then a breakpoint will occur when any exception is raised. 
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Introduction to GDB Commands

print expression
This will print the value of the given expression. Most simple Ada expression formats are properly 
handled by GDB, so the expression can contain function calls, variables, operators, and attribute 
references. 
continue
Continues execution following a breakpoint, until the next breakpoint or the termination of the 
program. 
step
Executes a single line after a breakpoint. If the next statement is a subprogram call, execution 
continues into (the first statement of) the called subprogram. 
next
Executes a single line. If this line is a subprogram call, executes and returns from the call. 
list
Lists a few lines around the current source location. In practice, it is usually more convenient to have 
a separate edit window open with the relevant source file displayed. Successive applications of this 
command print subsequent lines. The command can be given an argument which is a line number, 
in which case it displays a few lines around the specified one. 
backtrace
Displays a backtrace of the call chain. This command is typically used after a breakpoint has 
occurred, to examine the sequence of calls that leads to the current breakpoint. The display includes 
one line for each activation record (frame) corresponding to an active subprogram. 
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Introduction to GDB Commands

up
At a breakpoint, GDB can display the values of variables local to the current frame. The command up 
can be used to examine the contents of other active frames, by moving the focus up the stack, that is 
to say from callee to caller, one frame at a time. 
down
Moves the focus of GDB down from the frame currently being examined to the frame of its callee (the 
reverse of the previous command), 
frame n
Inspect the frame with the given number. The value 0 denotes the frame of the current breakpoint, 
that is to say the top of the call stack.
The above list is a very short introduction to the commands that GDB provides. Important additional 
capabilities, including conditional breakpoints, the ability to execute command sequences on a 
breakpoint, the ability to debug at the machine instruction level and many other features are 
described in detail in Debugging with GDB. Note that most commands can be abbreviated (for 
example, c for continue, bt for backtrace).
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(gdb) help
List of classes of commands:

aliases -- Aliases of other commands
breakpoints -- Making program stop at certain points
data -- Examining data
files -- Specifying and examining files
internals -- Maintenance commands
obscure -- Obscure features
running -- Running the program
stack -- Examining the stack
status -- Status inquiries
support -- Support facilities
tracepoints -- Tracing of program execution without stopping the program
user-defined -- User-defined commands

Type "help" followed by a class name for a list of commands in that class.
Type "help" followed by command name for full documentation.
Command name abbreviations are allowed if unambiguous.
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(gdb) break 84
Breakpoint 1 at 0x100000c6c: file debug1.c, line 84.
(gdb) run < practicum/taak24.dat
Starting program: /Users/jrh/Documents/Folien/prog1415/debug1 < practicum/taak24.dat
Reading symbols for shared libraries +. done
give the input values for the matrix A[3][3]
the contents of the matrix A[3][3] is
    1.0000    2.0000    3.0000
    4.0000    5.0000    6.0000
    7.0000    8.0000    9.0000
give the input values for the vector b[3]
the contents of the vector b[3] is:
(    4.0000    5.0000    6.0000)

Breakpoint 1, main () at debug1.c:84
84        x[i]=det(AA)/d;
(gdb) print A
$1 = {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, {7, 8, 9}}
(gdb) print AA
$2 = {{4, 5, 6}, {4, 5, 6}, {7, 8, 9}}
(gdb) print i
$3 = 0
(gdb) print d
$4 = -54
(gdb) continue
Continuing.

Breakpoint 1, main () at debug1.c:84
84        x[i]=det(AA)/d;
(gdb) print AA
$5 = {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, {7, 8, 9}}
(gdb) continue
Continuing.

Breakpoint 1, main () at debug1.c:84
84        x[i]=det(AA)/d;
(gdb) print AA
$6 = {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, {4, 5, 6}}
(gdb) continue
Continuing.
and the solution of the system A*x=b is
the contents of the vector x[3] is:
(    2.5000    1.0000   -0.0000)

Program exited with code 012.
(gdb) debug1.c
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(gdb) run < practicum/taak24.dat
Starting program: /Users/jrh/Documents/Folien/prog1415/a.out < practicum/
taak24.dat
Reading symbols for shared libraries +. done
give the input values for the matrix A[3][3]
the contents of the matrix A[3][3] is
    1.0000    2.0000    3.0000
    4.0000    5.0000    6.0000
    7.0000    8.0000    9.0000
give the input values for the vector b[3]
the contents of the vector b[3] is:
(    4.0000    5.0000    6.0000)

Program received signal EXC_BAD_INSTRUCTION, Illegal instruction/
operand.
0x0000000100000c83 in main () at debug1.c:84
84        x[i]=det(AA)/d;
(gdb) print d
$1 = 5
(gdb) print AA
$2 = {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, {7, 8, 9}}
(gdb) print i
$3 = 1082130432
(gdb) 

debugger - gdb

debug1.c
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